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ABSTRACT 

The objeot of the present document is to describe the fun
damental sketch aspect regarding to a system able to pro
cess the data relative to a telephone network. 

The stat'istical analysis of data concerning the stablished 
networks behavior permits the optimization of the existing 
recourses and its developement planning, giving indispen
sable criteria for a rational implantation of new insta
llations. 

1. INTRODUCTION· 

The objetives followed on the syst.em sketch pretends 
not only to cover the already installed networks, but 
also those which are in a development phase with the pur
pose of selecting the periods of economic ampliation 
previons to take any deoision. 

The procedure used to handle and gestionate the data 
includes the installation of a system parallel to the 
telephone network able to operate in real time, concen
trating and transmitting the information blocks to a 
C.C.D.P. (Primary Data Control Center), for a latter pro
cessing in batch ,mode. 

In the network planification systems by computers, deve
lopped up to date, the problems due to the great volume 
of data to process or transmit are yet to solve. 

The overflow of data that may occur on the C.C.D.P. will 
produce a waiting input tails, decreasing the throughput 
system capacity. 

This work describes the transmission procedure V.T.E. 
(Error Rate Funtion Validation) able to make active the 
data transmission and obtain a more operative network 
management and abreviate the decisions to be taken at 
the administration relative to the inversions for a new 
plannification. 

This netwcrk will consist of a number of C.C.D.S. (Secon
dary Data Control Centers), configuring a data concen
tration phase, and conected to the C.C.D.P., where the 
processing subsystem is achieved, through the lines and 
modems which conform to the comunications subsystem. 

Although the description of V.T.E. procedure is specially 
remarkable due to the vario~ benefits that it is able 
to procure, the organic and funtional configuration of 
the whole SAPART network is exposed in detail. 

In addition the different transmited blocks pat erns are 
described: Data blocks (B.D.), network informative blocks 
(B.I.R.) and network executive blocks (B.E.R.). 

2. NE~'lORK STRUC'l'URE AND TERMINOLOGY 

SAPART networ k is hierarchically composed of two dif
ferent levels named, Main Network and Secondary Network. 
(fig. 1). 

The set of devices which include the Primary Data Control 
Center (C.C.D.P.), its periferics, and the interfacing 
lines between C.C.D.P. and the Secondary Data Control 
Centre (C.C.D.S.) is dessignated as Main Network. 
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Like this the Secondary Network consists of an integrated 
set of Secondary Data Control Centres and associated pe
riferics, the Terminal Centres (C.T.) and the relative 
interconnecting lines. 

The ~~in Network prime purpose is data concentration 
on the C.C.D.P. for its ulterior processing in batch 
mode. The Secondary Network, on the contrary, not only 
develops the concentration function but also procures to 
its responsability area the reports relatives to every 
central office under its control. 

On the other hand the C.C.D.S. acomplishs the host dis
charge as another funotion, due to the information pro
cessing of Terminal Centres (C.T.) which effectuates 
having as its objetive an optimization for the use of the 
memory and also reduce the volume of the transmitting 
information. 
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FIG.1 SAPART n~twork 

3. Fm~CTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

All functions that the SAPART Network efectuates in order 
to analyse and plan the Telephone Network"can be divided 
in three groups, i.e. : 

- Data seizure 
- Transmission 
- Processing 

The data seizure implies the installation of terminals 
capable of taking and storing the general data in every 
central office, for its ulterior retransmission to 
C.C.D.S. 

The C.C.D.S. is responsable for the establishment of time
ly cadences for every data request to the C,T~ 

It is important to note that every C.C.D.S. and C.T. rela
tives to its responsability area are able to work isolated 
from the rest of the network, obtaining printed informa
tion on their own C.C.D.S. and/or on the T.T.Y. installed 
on the corresponding central office. This gives to every 
c.c.n.S. the necesary autonomy to realize its own task 
without taking into account the rest of the network 
which will continue working normaly. 
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The transmission subsystem consists of two conoentr~tion 
parts or stages. The first one which is on the lower level 
consists of the Seoondary Network and its objetive is to 
interooneot the C.T. with the C.C.D.S. 

The high level network oonsti tutes the so named Main 
Network and its mission is to interoonect the C.C.D.S. 
with the C.C.D.P. 

The data blocks transmited in the direotion C.C.D.S u- C.C. 
D.P. are storaged in the last one for ulterior processing. 
Conseque.nt,ly the C.C.D.P. performs a data outgoing for 
that whioh requires inmediate actuation before it is to 
be storaged in the main memory. 

Due to the network fundamental objetive is the analysis 
and information treatment relative to the telephonio 
traffio measures of traffic intensity and events produ
ced in ~he central offioes inside the responsability 
areas of C.C.D~S. are inoluded. 

The data prooessing in the C.C.D.P. is realized by the 
utilization of two paokages. 

The first one of them operates ON-LINE and has for obje
tive the messages validation, transmission and reoeption 
of the ,transmission control seouencies (S.C.T.), messages 
accounting and storage, in other words the comunications 
management and the storage of information included in 
every message. 

Also the commands and alarms system is included in that 
paoket, this permits not only the human manipulation to 
'modificate the network parameters, but the control by 
console of alarms coming from special messages. 

The special messages hold internal information concerning 
SAPART Network, subdivided into two typ~s of messa~es, 
the informative (B.I.R.) and the execut1ve (B.E.R.). 

The arrival of a speoial message to the C.C.D.P. always 
generates an alarm indicative by console. 

B.I.R. do not need human intervention and its objetive 
is only to acknowledge, the events occured and solved by 
the C.C.D.S., on the C.C.D.P. console. Therefore, the 
B.I.R. will be transmitted only in the concentration 
directi,on (toward C.C.D.P.). 

The B.E.R. as on C.C.D.S. as on C.C.D.P., need an inme
diate actuation of SAPART network, by an automatic or 
manual generation of corresponding commands. 

The information contained on the data blocks~ refers 

exclusively to the telephone network status as described 
above. 

The second packet operates in batch mode and has as its 
objetive the analysis and planning of the telephone 
network. 

The mission of this packet may be divided into three 
stages clearly diferenciated: 

- Files generation, input data validation and files 
updating. 

- Management of periodio and sporadio aplioations. 
- Reports generation with speoifio purposes . 

Before carrying out the applications whioh form part of 
the SAPART batch package network, it is necessary to 
dispose of the master files, which are composed of basic 
data that is, the pattern information from which is ' 
obtainable the auxiliary reports for the planning of the 
telephone network which is being studied. 

The updating of the master files consists of two procedu
res. The first is a formal valuation on input data. The 
seoond one analyzes the data validity accordig to the 
information available in \he existing files. 

Figure 2 sohematioally shows paokage work where it is 
possible to distinguish ON-LINE, BATCH and those that 
originate via command. 
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FIG. 2 Op~rational syst~m block diagram 

4. DATA SEIZURE SUBSYSTEM 

This subsystem must seize and store data related with 
telephone traffio generated in a determinated switohing 
centre. 

It consists of two kinds of devices: C.T. and C.C.D.So 
the first 'one performs tbe seizure of information, subs
tracting to the seoond the oontrol duties of its C.T. ' 
associattd, and also the ensembling and preprocessing of 
the generated information in the area. 

Each switching centre, under control, has one C.T. that 
scans the different switching devices, storing the usages 
and events until its C.C.D.S. demands them. 

The frecuency that the C.C.D.S. requires each C.T.,oan be 
programmed and, if need be, oan be changed from the 
C.C.D.P. by a B.E.R. 

The ~erminal centres (C.T.) have one teleprinter which 
can take data from its own terminal, setting dumps of 
primary data and from the C.C.D.S. writing data processed 
by it. 

The connection between C.T. and C.C.D.S. constitudes that 
we know as Secondary Network aS , can be seen in figure 3. 

The C.T. behaviour depends on the switching centre under 
control, as it is made up of switching devices with a 
short holding- time; like control tmits , and others, 
characterized by remaining occupied during a relatively 
long time. 

This feature implies the existence of two memory banks 
which pick up data related with switching devices with 
short and long holding time. 

The need to dispose of information frequently (short time 
slot), in order to know its evolution during several hours 
and its acumulations, one must duplicate the memory banks 
to operate in alternative mode. This operation permits the 
constant observation of the switching oentre, as the storing 
time of the iuformation in a memory bank is used to send 
data from the other bank to the C.C.D, S. 

The bank fill up is due to the fast scan of devices is ma
de by interruptions of one second in the C.T. 
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The scan devices whioh remain occupied a relatively long 
time are made in time slots of 10 seconds. 

An essential part of the data capture system are the 
C.C.D.S. Their mission as has been said, is the concentra
tion of the data stored by the C.T. to the prooessing of 
this information. 

Each C.C.D.S. informs the C.C.D.P. by a B.I.R., the events 
that have occured and been solved' in its area of respon
sability. 

In this way the C.C.D.P. can send comands (B.m..R.) to its 
C.C.D.S •. with the object of modifying in real time some 
of its working parameters and even to effect the switch 
off of the network. 

The reports that oan generate a C·.C.D.S. are of two kinds. 
The first one is sent to the T.T.Y. which is in each swit~ 
ohing oentre and are dedicated to its maintenance. They 
basically contain the number of Incompletes and Congestion 
in the control devices, and Congestion in trunks. 

The frecuency of emission of these reports must be esta~. 
blished in agreement with the requeriments of the mainte
nance staff and it sho~d never be more than 15 minutes. 

A second kind of report is constitued by those made 
directly by each C.C.D.S. to fullfill the needs of 
Traffic Engineering in its area of influence. In these 
reports it is written the number of events and holding 
time of the devices and trunks of the switching centre du
ring the busy hour of each device and in the busy hour of 
the exchange. The measures performed for that area are 
devided in three groups: 

- Traffic I~tensity 
- Events 
- Other measures 

The first one refers to the trunks occupation, control 
unit devices, subscriber groups, and so an. 

The event measures makes reference to the number of times 
that the switching devices are seized, destination a - . 
ttempts and calls overflowed. by direct section. The third 
group includes the grades of utilization of some special 
devices. 

Those data, calculated in the average busy hour are 
included in the reports sended to the C.C.D.P. for their 
later procesing in batch mode. 

EXCHANGE 

crnJ-i ... _M_O_D_EM_ ... ~ 

FIG. 3 S~condQry n~twork 
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~. TRANSMISION SUBSYSTEM 

As ' has been described, the SAPART network is composed of 
two concentration stages denominated Principal and Seoon
dary networks respectiyely. Owing to the strong relation 
with the data seizure system, the Seoondary ne~work has 
at its disposal a different operating algorithm to that 
of the Principal, it involves in some cases the posibility 
of isolated performance like the oapacity for shiftting 
basios parameters of operating. 

The Main .networik carries out the information funotion 
transit between C.C.D.S. and C.C.D.P., with the objet of 
concentrating the data in the latter, and oommandsdistri
bution (B.E.R.) to the remaining network. 

Considering the great volume of information to be trans
mited, the brevity of the messages, and with the object 
of minimizing the inherent problems with the transmission 
of a large volume of traffio, a particular procedure of 
transmission called V.T.E. has been designed. 

TRANSMLmON PROCEDURE V.T.E. 

The transmission protoool used in the SAPART's Main 
network effects a validation according to the error rate, 
as its name indicates. 

V.T.E. was designed as an attempt to generalize normal 
tr~smission proaedures, omitting the unnecessary Secuen
ce Control Transmission emission (S.C.T.). Therefore this 
procedure allows the movement of the data transmission, 
as it sends any number of consecutive blocks without 
acknowledgment from any of them. 

The transmissions group acknowledgment is efectuated 
after the frame reception, by means of the last received 
correct block indication. 

The number of blocks or emissions that composes every 
frame is dinamically computed during transmission as 
function of the error rate. 

The block error probability determination added to intrin
sec system parameters will allow to get the oonsecutive 
number of blocks (frame or package) to be transmitted. 

Supposing there are a number of blocks to transmited 
N and there is a probability Pk that one block cannot 
be accepted by the C.C.D.S. or the C.C.D.P., considering 
the direotion of transmission. 

The discarded block are intergrated in a later packet and 
the number of them is given by the following expressionl 

N.Pk 
-.-------- (1) 

as the total number of blocks which are sent bring about 
that the originals are accepted: 

N (2) 

DETERMINATION OF THE ERROR PROBABILITY CORRELATION PERIOD 

Assuming that the number of errors follows a Poisson dis
tribution, the probability of having an Nr blockswiht an 
error on a total of N blocks are: 

and the assooiated autocorrelation function, 

R (n) 
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This funotion indioates the number of blocks in which the 
errors are related are infinite, if the measure of this 
relation (autocorrelation) decreases exponentially. 

The number of blocks N is dertermined with an error pro
bability Pk everyone of them establishes the oondition 
of numbers produced equal to those which occur during the 
interval of autocorrelation nE(-oo,oo) but taking into 
acoount the quantity which introduces the function R(n). 

There by : 

J f Pk' R(n) dnl = I1c' N 

from where 

N .. 

PACKAGE FORMING 

This determines the best number, M, of packages, in order 
to get a minimum trasmission time, activating the network 
management and decisions prior to elaborating any reali
zation or planning. 

The following parameters are usedl 

- tBk Block duration time 

- tAk Positive acknowledgment time (ACK) 

- tNk Negative aoknowledgment time (NACK) 

TIMING ANALYSIS 

• Neoessary time to transmit blooks: 

• Packages repetition time: 

. According to (1) the number of repeated blocks it iSI 

If the error is originated in a blook it oooupies the 
position j in a pachage, the time employed to repeat 

(p_~ ___ j + 1)blooks, necessary to oomplete the oorreot 
k 

information, is : 

tRk = (6) 

where the number of blooks are in a paokage. 

As may take the values 

j E {1' 2, 3, ••••••• P:M-} 

and all of them have the same probability, the mean 
value will bel 

There fore: 
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The P.k value is estimated so that the blooks with errors 
are looated in different paokages, so oonsidering the 
expresions (5) and (7) the paokages repetition time is : 

(8) 

.Packages aoknorwledgment time: 

• Repeated p'ackages acknowledgment time: 

(10) 

• Necessary total time for the M paokages transm~on 
including repetitionsl 

(11) 

Optimizing the ~~uation (11), the following value for' M 
is obtainedl 

(12) 

where E [x] · express enteger part of x. 

The number of blocks per package iSI 

( 13) 

Figure 4 shows schmatiaily the loss probability evalua
tion prooess and the paokage to be transmited elaboration • 
It will be noted that the system has a negative feed back. 

~: • 
I TRANSMITTER .. / 

RECEIVER 

~. I :oc :oc ! ~ 
:!- ~ ~ i' 1 z • • 

P~ ANALVZER ERRORS 

( expresions(12~13) COUNTER 

t.. e(K) I 
Pk CALCULATOR l.. NIo4(K) 

'----- P(k+1)=~ K+1!O 
~ 

N~)M(K)' L... M (K) 
~ 

P(O):: Po t.. Po 

FIG. 4 V.T.E. operational diagram 

Appendix 1 shows graphios and table~ refleoting numerioal 
values for M and NM as a funotion of Pk oaloulated from 

expressions (12) and (13). Times ratio t It has been 
Blt' ACk 

taken as parameter. 
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6. PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM 

This subsystem is p~rforming, as detailed in the network 
SAPART funotional desoription, ~n two packages, the 
MACOM ~~ comUnioations handler and the PROD IF that carries 
out the delayed prooess. 

Due to the specifio behaviur' of every package, both have 
different memory requirements. 

The MACOM works ON-LINE, so it uses random acoess devioes 
and different pools of buffers organized as FlFO. 

The PROD IF works in batch mode, so ~ts memory require
ments are not so criticals. It allows the use of storage 
devices for seouential write too. 

The prooessing organization by ON-LINE and BATCH package 
allows the realization of validation activities and 
storage only during the busy hour. 

Then during the less load period it is prooessed the 
information from mass memory. It grows obviously the po
si ble througput of the system in the busy hour and allows 
the delayed prooessing to use all the disposable means. 

C.C.D.P. DATA-BASE 

Among different data used by prooessing packages there 
are. 

- Re~ative data to the own SAPART network (DBSAPT) 
- Messages of I/P (FILCOM) 
- Aocounts file (ARCOM) 
- structure, guide and coeffioient data (MASTER 

FILES) 

DBSAPT data allows the recognition at any time of 
the operation of the SAPART network, as they have infor
mation about the state of every C.C.D.S., tables for the 
guide of the sent blocks from C.C.D.P. to C.C.D.S., 
tables for the. :asignement of C.T. to every C.C.D.S., state 
tables of the C.T., line tables and generally all necessa
ry information ' for the oorreot network management. 

The storage mechanism of messages is handled by PALM 
seotion, tha struotures and governs. The management of 
the reoeived information by the C.C.D.P. in FILCOM areas 
of the mass storage memory. 

FILCOM disposes of suitable direotories to select any 
data belonging to any area in the telephone network 
hierarchy.-It allows a global treatment of the storage 
information or, on the contrary, the exclusive processing 
of some areas. 

The oommunioations file, FILCOM, have information about 
all of the happenings in switohing centers of the tele
phone network and data about the measured traffio load 
in all trucks that go out of every center. This informa
tion is oompleted with the overflowing rate, existing 
oirouits, information about dates and hours of the traffic 
measures, indioations about route charaoteristics, over
loads and separate traffio for destination. 

Figure 5 shows sohematically DBSAPT and FILCOM oonnexions 
to the MACOM and PRODIF packages sections. 

The management of the other files oorresponds to PRODIF 
paokages, that effeots validation jobs of the traffio 
measurement, updati~ of master files, updating of 
aooounts file (ARCOM) and operations of batoh applica-
tions. 

The validation, that PRODIF effeots, creates the updating 
of aooounts file (ARCOM) with reoeived data by C,C.D.P. 
and stored in FILCOM by oommunioations package. 

The~, the information ooming from ARCOM is integrated 
into master files to use it for the other PRODIF appli
cations. 
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ARC OM organizes FILCOM incluiding data by switching 
networks and r outes, so that it is possible the access 
to t he information attending to cgtyone of these t\'iO ordi
nation oriteria. 

DBSAPT 

MACOM 

FILCOM ARCOM 

MASS STORAGE 

FIG, 5 Packages ON-LINE and BATCH 

interconecting scheme. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

PRODIF 

BATCH 

APLlCATlON 

MASTER 
FILE 

In order to facilitate analysis applications programs 
coding and debugging, it is adapted a moduling criterium, 
that is able to divide everyone of the applications until 
now developed, in modules designed to realize a concrete 
funotions~ 

The interface of every module with the others is realized 
as an arborescent schema according to a TOP-DOWN teohnical 
design. 

Evenyone of these modules effects a control, logic, or 
input, output function, understanding the first as the 
call to prooessing seocessive modules, the seoond as 
their own processing modules and the third as the group 
of readings and writings in the suitable file. 

The approximate critical length of every one of these 
modules is 100/150 sentences FORTRAN V 

Everyone of these modules disposes single points of input 
and output and are able to dispose at less a parameter to 
send an error status to the module that effects the oall .• 

Coding of every module is realized by means of the adop
tion of programmif advanoed technicals. 

To optimiz'e the debugging, the management and the module's 
papers one uses the struotured programming, employing 
entented code, with a maximun Hmi tirig of sentences GOTO. 
Problems due to the use of this sentence have been solved 
allowing only towards skips and never outside of the 
normal engaged level. 

ON-LINE PACKAGE (MACOM) 

The remainder of this package has been divided into four 
basic chapters. 

- PAVAL 
- PACOMS 
- PACONT 
- PALM 

The £irst one (PAVAL), manages the comunications with the 
C.C.D.S. For it uses the transmissions procedure V.T.E. 
discribed below in the transmission subsystem. 

Operations necessary for researching the variables that 
are implicated on the number of input and output fUnc
tions to oompute without the emision or reoeption of a 
transmission control sentence (S.C.T.) are realized by 
PAVAL, itoring the results on the lines tables relatives 
to the DBSAPT area. 
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Another basio task whioh is being oarried out in this 
seotion is a normal validation of the lip messages. 

Information analysis reo ived needs to oheok at blook 
level the next items: 

Speoifioation about message and block type. 
Speoification about order number of the message. 
Specification about order number of the block. 
Specification about origin and destination of the 
message. 

- Speoifioation about order number of block for line. 

Evaluation described is complemented by the PACONT seotion 
that acoounts the input and output messages, the exactly 
oontinuity of these ones on line level, message and blook 
and together with the seotion determine the validity of 
the size of messages series sended from the C.C.D.P. 

The Section wbich governs the comunications system 
man-maohine is PACOMS. The arrival of a B.I.R. or a B.E.R. 
implies the generation of a message to the desk comunica
ting to the operation staff inoidents which are really 
important by their relevant information. On the o~her hand 
this section, manages the messages from the desk ' 
(commands) generating the corresponding B.I.R. and modifi
cating the adequate tables within the DBSAPT areas. 

Finally, PALM stores highly valid information inside 
FILCOM. 

Location of different blocks inside the FILCOM area are 
setting up at a central level in order to appointment 
arr~s which are in the DBSAPT and according to techni
ques of double queue with the purpose of obtaining a 
reouperation in case of failure. 

BATCH APPLICATIONS (PRODIF) 

This package includes applications in a regular manner, 
sporadio ,or with specifics intentions which are develop
~ed using' the ' available information in FILCOM. 

The applications development from PRODIF, is realized in 
addition to process the information admitted from 
C.C.D.P., bringing it up to date with the data file 
(ARCOM) and of the master files in agreement with compu
tations of traffioload in every trunk existent in ARCOM. 
These previous procedures are able to get ready actual 
information about switching centers of the network, 
routing data, traffic intensity, overflow, circuits in a 
trunk, trunk status, etc. 

To bring up to date the ARCOM it is necessary to check 
~iously the intensity of traffic (computes) in agreement 
to the historical series stored in this file, circuits in 
service and future changes of the network structure. 

The MASTER FILES include information about the network 
structure, Which separates every concentration level of 
the network. These concentration stages define a file 
named "exchanges file", which stores identifications and 
characteristics of every switching center. Information is 
finished with files describin~ primary ("SECTOR"), secon=
dary ("PROVINCIA") and third ("NODO") areas, 

The regular processing of the applications permits the 
detection of the existing overloads and underutilizations, 
obtaining the corresponding listed reports, to simplify 
both control and management of the intertoll network. In 
this sense, we obtain, likewise, sporadic reports which 
contain the new size of those routes whioh require it • 
The calCUlation of the multiexchange local network permits 
the Traffic matrices to le obtained and the number of 
trunks of each one joining the parameters used in the 
application, data about the whole originated traffic load~ 
number of trunks foresseen and data per trunk about 
traffic enroutement. 

By means,of speoifio purpose applications we obtain the 
files of traffic foresight coefficients. 
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The prooessing of the historic series of measured oompu
tations permits the knowledge of the monthly ooefficients 
of season evolution whioh with the ooefficients elabora
ted and regarding to subscription demands forecasting and 
other seourity coeffioients, provides the neoessary 
support to realiza the network traffio load foresight. 

After the foresight processing, the regular or sporadio 
improving applioations do the corresponding dimensions. 

The number of oircuits needed for obtaining a quality of 
service previously established is determined by an agree
ment with the efected traffio foreoasting and the specific 
oharacteristics of the route under dimensioning. 

The operativity of a data file perfeotly update permits, 
not only the traffio matrix elaboration, but the provisio
nal rerouting studies and the deteotion of links which 
requires an inmediate actuation as they are in overload. 

The SAPART network provides a long term planifioation tool 
bassed on the elaborated traffio matrix. 

In order to obtain the size of the routes interooneoting 
the area under study "sectores" and to establish the 
proper situation of the switching centre concentrating 
the traffiC, we do a geographio partition of the zone to 
be planned, 

This division originates a double level of organization: 
"PROVINCIAL" and "SECTORIAL", so as, every "PROVINCIA" 
include several "SEXJTORES". 

Looking at this organization and according to the long 
term traffio matrices, we determine the traffio moments 
centres whose ooordinators Xc, Yc are oaloulated by means 
of the expressions: 

Tc • Xc - E T~ • x
S
1.' 

1. 1. 

and ~ TS, s Tc • Yc .~1. • Y 
1. i 

where Tc is the total traffio orginated by the "SECTORES" 
which integrated a "PROVINCIA", T~ the traffic originated 
by every ~ SEXJTOR" and been x~ $ th hi h t level 

1. Yi e g es 

switding center coordinaters. 

The traffic moments centre is the ideal place for the 
highest level hierarchy "provincial" exchanges to be 
situated although, obviously, the final deoision is tied 
to other factors. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The scope pursned with the settling of a network designed 
to analyse and plan a telephone plant essentially include 
the best improvement of the decision adoption about the 
investment to realize. Therefore, it is indispensable 
that the SAPART network furnishs detailed information 
about the telephone network state and i~s behaviour, eva
luating the progress realized according to the compliment 
of the expansion programs for a determined period. The 
quick diffusion of telephone network data allows the 
right planning and the close evaluation of the employed 
method. 

r,he benefit achieved by correct planning, demands for its 
computation, the analysis of the investment that the 
SAPART network originates and the annotation of the saving 
costs. 

In spite of incomes/costs estimation being complex, it is 
possibl,e to consideI', in order to establish the system 
profit, a percentage over the annual investment of the 
telephone installation. Taking into account administra
tions annual inversion volumes in these matters and even 
oonsidering moderated inversions, a high profit can be 
assumed. 
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APPENDIX 
r-----------,---------------~--------------~4 

In the following table are displ~ed the values obtained 
by means of computer for K and NM according to expressions 
(12) and (13). 

A range of (10-4, 4. 10-2) for P.k has beeu ' selected as 
most representatives values. Also the ratio tBKftAOK • 20 
is fixed as most usual. I 

r--------------r.r.------------------r------------------4102 
8 

1------------~------~~----~--------------__4 6 

Figure 6 plots the values from the table. e e ~ 
1------------~----------~Ar~--------------__44 
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e. 

e. 

r---------~~--------------~--------------~10 

~----------~--____ --------+_--------------~6 
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FIG.6 Illustrative eValue.tion of M and NIoI 
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